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ABSTRACT
Global climate models play an important role in quantifying past and projecting future changes in drought.
Previous studies have pointed to shortcomings in these models for simulating droughts, but systematic
evaluation of their level of agreement has been limited. Here, historical simulations (1950–2004) for 20
models from the latest Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP5) were analyzed for a variety of
drought metrics and thresholds using a standardized drought index. Model agreement was investigated for
different types of drought (precipitation, runoff, and soil moisture) and how this varied with drought severity
and duration. At the global scale, climate models were shown to agree well on most precipitation drought
metrics, but systematically underestimated precipitation drought intensity compared to observations. Conversely, simulated runoff and soil moisture droughts varied significantly across models, particularly for intensity. Differences in precipitation simulations were found to explain model differences in runoff and soil
moisture drought metrics over some regions, but predominantly with respect to drought intensity. This
suggests it is insufficient to evaluate models for precipitation droughts to increase confidence in model performance for other types of drought. This study shows large but metric-dependent discrepancies in CMIP5 for
modeling different types of droughts that relate strongly to the component models (i.e., atmospheric or land
surface scheme) used in the coupled modeling systems. Our results point to a need to consider multiple
models in drought impact studies to account for high model uncertainties.

1. Introduction
Droughts are major natural hazards with widespread
impacts on humans and ecosystems. The frequency and
magnitude of droughts are expected to change in the
coming decades due to climate change, but the regional
evolution of future droughts remains highly uncertain
(Collins et al. 2013). Climate model projections form an
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important basis for understanding and quantifying future
changes in drought and ultimately inform policy and adaptation decisions. Many studies have employed climate
models to investigate the evolution of past and future
droughts, often indicating more severe drought conditions
in the future (Dai 2013; Cook et al. 2015; Sheffield and
Wood 2008; Taylor et al. 2013; Zhao and Dai 2015; Swann
et al. 2016; Orlowsky and Seneviratne 2013). Commonly,
the hydrological outputs from climate models are not analyzed directly, but instead the meteorology from the
models is used to force offline models to derive estimates
of droughts and aridity (Prudhomme et al. 2014; Schewe
et al. 2014). There are, however, potential limitations
with offline modeling as it cannot represent important
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land–atmosphere feedbacks that can modify drought
characteristics, such as the coupling between soil moisture
and air temperature (Seneviratne et al. 2010; Koster et al.
2006; Yin et al. 2014) associated with the surface energy
fluxes (Donat et al. 2017). Common offline modeling approaches also lack relevant land surface–atmosphere
processes, such as the effects of elevated CO2 on plant
water use (Milly and Dunne 2016). This has been shown to
result in an overestimation of drought effects compared to
climate model projections (although a number of studies
have also indicated good agreement between offline and
online drought metrics for soil moisture; e.g., Cook et al.
2015, Ault et al. 2016). As such, the direct use of coupled
climate model outputs, such as runoff, soil moisture, and
evapotranspiration, has been encouraged as part of
drought assessments (Milly and Dunne 2017, 2016; Swann
et al. 2016; Roderick et al. 2015; Decker et al. 2017).
While offline models have been extensively evaluated
for drought (Tallaksen and Stahl 2014; Powell et al. 2013;
Prudhomme et al. 2011; Whitley et al. 2016; Ukkola et al.
2016), the capability of coupled climate models to capture
droughts remains less clear (Huang et al. 2016). Many past
studies have concentrated on quantifying model agreement on future changes in drought (Swann et al. 2016;
Koirala et al. 2014; Burke and Brown 2008; Cook et al.
2015; Taylor et al. 2013; Zhao and Dai 2015). Arguably, it
is equally important to understand model agreement
during the historical period to identify limitations in simulated droughts. Climate models should agree on largescale drought patterns and trends if the relevant processes
are represented consistently. Inspecting the historical period also eliminates uncertainties in model projections
arising from future greenhouse emissions. Some studies
have evaluated climate models for historical drought
simulations, most commonly based on precipitation (meteorological drought). Nasrollahi et al. (2015) showed that
while climate model simulations from the latest Coupled
Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP5; Taylor et al.
2012) envelope historical observations of meteorological drought, most models tended to overestimate the area
affected by drought. CMIP5 models also commonly
disagreed with observations on regional precipitation
drought trends over the period 1901–2005. Conversely,
Orlowsky and Seneviratne (2013) showed that neither
observations nor CMIP5 models showed significant trends
in precipitation droughts over most regions, but the time
period used in their study was much shorter (1979–2009).
A number of studies have also evaluated the number of
consecutive dry days (CDD) predicted by climate models
(Orlowsky and Seneviratne 2012; Chen et al. 2014;
Sillmann et al. 2013; Alexander and Arblaster 2009).
While not strictly an indicator of drought, the models
capture the spatial pattern in observations of CDD
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well, although often underestimating the number of
CDD due to the overestimation of rainy days (Chen et al.
2014; Sillmann et al. 2013). Similarly, Rocheta et al.
(2014) demonstrated widespread underestimation of precipitation persistence in climate models, which manifests
as underestimation in the length of dry periods.
Meteorological droughts only represent one type of
drought, and while easier to characterize, they provide
limited information about impacts on societies, agriculture, and ecosystems. These are more directly felt through
deficits in runoff and soil moisture, commonly termed as
hydrological and agricultural drought, respectively. Runoff and soil moisture droughts are governed by precipitation, changes in evaporative demand, and land
surface processes, including vegetation behavior. Evaluation of these types of drought has been more limited, but
some past studies have shown a large spread in climate
model simulations of soil moisture droughts (Sheffield
and Wood 2008; Wuebbles et al. 2014; Orlowsky and
Seneviratne 2013) but reasonable agreement in historical
soil moisture anomalies (Orlowsky and Seneviratne 2013).
For runoff droughts, Koirala et al. (2014) reported strong
model agreement for future changes in low flows.
Comparing these past studies is in many ways inconclusive, since they employed different methodologies (including the drought metrics and thresholds used),
time periods, and drought definitions. As such, the relative model agreement in precipitation, runoff, and soil
moisture droughts remains unclear, as does the contribution of precipitation biases to soil moisture and runoff
droughts. We address this by evaluating agreement in
historical CMIP5 simulations during the period 1950–
2004 for different drought metrics and definitions
within a single experimental framework. We first evaluate simulations of precipitation drought against observations and examine how model performance varies
with drought duration, severity, and metrics. We then
investigate agreement in model simulations of runoff
and soil moisture droughts and quantify the contribution
of precipitation biases to differences in runoff and soil
moisture droughts. By analyzing the different hydrological components together, with a consistent methodology, we quantify the level of agreement in climate
model simulations for different types of drought and
contribute to an improved understanding of the sources
of uncertainty in future projections of drought.

2. Methods
a. CMIP5 models
We used monthly outputs from 20 CMIP5 models
(Table 1) for the historical simulations over the period
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TABLE 1. CMIP5 models analyzed in this study. The information on land and atmospheric schemes was derived from Flato et al. (2013,
their Table 9.A.1). Where a model name was not provided (indicated as ‘‘Included’’), models by the same institution (e.g., GISS) were
assumed to use the same scheme.

Model
BCC_CSM1.1
BNU-ESM

CCSM4
CESM1(BGC)
CESM1(CAM5)
CESM1
(FASTCHEM)
CESM1
(WACCM)
CNRM-CM5

CNRM-CM5.2

FGOALS-g2

GISS-E2-H
GISS-E2-H-CC
GISS-E2-R
GISS-E2-R-CC
HadCM3
HadGEM2-ES
INM-CM4.0
MIROC5

NorESM1-M
NorESM1-ME

Institution

Atmospheric
scheme

Land surface
scheme

Resolution
(lon, lat)

Beijing Climate Centre
College of Global Change and
Earth System Science, Beijing Normal
University
National Center for Atmospheric Research
Community Earth System Model Contributors
Community Earth System Model Contributors
Community Earth System Model Contributors

BCC_AGCM2.1
CAM3.5

BCC-AVIM1.0
CoLM1bNUDGVM(C/N)

2.88, 2.88
2.88, 2.88

CAM4
CAM4
CAM5
CAM4-CHEM

CLM4
CLM4
CLM4
CLM4

1.38, 0.98
1.38, 0.98
1.38, 0.98
1.38, 0.98

Community Earth System Model Contributors

WACCM4

CLM4

2.58, 1.98

Centre National de Recherches
Météorologiques/Centre
Européen de Recherche et Formation
Avancée en Calcul Scientifique
Centre National de Recherches
Météorologiques/Centre
Européen de Recherche et Formation
Avancée en Calcul Scientifique
LASG, Institute of Atmospheric
Physics, Chinese Academy
of Sciences and CESS, Tsinghua
University
NASA Goddard Institute for Space Studies
NASA Goddard Institute for Space Studies
NASA Goddard Institute for Space Studies
NASA Goddard Institute for Space Studies
Met Office Hadley Centre
Met Office Hadley Centre
Institute for Numerical Mathematics
Japan Agency for Marine-Earth Science and
Technology, Atmosphere and Ocean
Research Institute (The University of Tokyo),
and National Institute for Environmental
Studies
Norwegian Climate Centre
Norwegian Climate Centre

ARPEGE-Climat

SURFEX

1.48, 1.48

ARPEGE-Climat

SURFEX

1.48, 1.48

GAMIL2

CLM3

2.88, 3.18

Included
Included
Included
Included
HadAM3
HadGAM2
Included
CCSR/NIES/
FRCGC/
AGCM6

Included
Included
Included
Included
Included
Included
Included
MATSIRO

2.58, 2.08
2.58, 2.08
2.58, 2.08
2.58, 2.08
3.88, 2.58
1.98, 1.38
2.08, 1.58
1.48, 1.48

CAM4-Oslo
CAM4-Oslo

CLM4
CLM4

2.58, 1.98
2.58, 1.98

1950–2004. One ensemble member [r1i1p1, where r1
denotes the first initial conditions for the first initialization method (i1) using the first set of physics (p1)]
was used for each model in the main analysis to avoid
difficulties in blending CMIP5 models with different
numbers of ensemble members. Additionally, other
ensemble members with different initial conditions
(r*i1p1) were analyzed for a subset of models to investigate the effects of internal variability on our conclusions. We analyzed outputs for total precipitation,
total runoff, and soil moisture content by layer
(variables pr, mrro, and mrlsl in the CMIP5 archive,
respectively). We also present results for surface
runoff (variable mrros) in the online supplemental

material. The CMIP5 models were chosen based
on the availability of all of these outputs. Precipitation and runoff outputs were converted from
kilograms per square meter per second to millimeters
per month, accounting for the number of days in
each month. All outputs were processed in their native grid but were interpolated to the coarsest common grid (3.758 3 2.58) for plotting using bilinear
interpolation.
Previous studies have used both the soil moisture content for the entire soil column and soil moisture
standardized to a common depth when comparing
CMIP5 models (Berg et al. 2017; Huang et al. 2016;
Orlowsky and Seneviratne 2013; Swann et al. 2016). The
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(hydrologically active) soil column depths for the
models used in this study vary significantly between 3 m
for HadCM3 and HadGEM2-ESM, and 14 m for
MIROC5. As such, the variability and dynamics of soil
moisture in the deeper soil columns would differ significantly from the shallower columns and need not
necessarily reflect the same processes (Berg et al. 2017).
Therefore, to allow for comparison between models, the
soil moisture content was interpolated to the top 3 m
(the deepest common depth). This was achieved by
summing the soil moisture content (kg m22) for all
soil layers within the top 3 m and (where applicable)
any layer partly within 3 m weighted by the fraction of
this layer located above 3 m.

b. Observations
We used two observed precipitation products to evaluate model performance. These were global monthly
time series products by 1) the Climatic Research
Unit (CRU TS 3.23; Harris et al. 2014) and 2) Global
Precipitation Climatology Centre (GPCC, version 7;
Schneider et al. 2016). Both products are available at a
0.58 spatial resolution but were regridded to a common
grid using the CRU TS 3.23 land mask.
We do not use runoff or soil moisture observations in
this study. Global spatially continuous and temporally
variable observations of runoff are not available. Global
soil moisture observations are only available for nearsurface soil layers (as in the case of satellite products)
and need not reflect drought, or do not cover a sufficient
time period [such as the Gravity Recovery and Climate
Experiment (GRACE) product; Tapley et al. 2004].
Rather than directly comparing runoff and soil moisture
against observations, we investigate model differences
in these variables against the modeled mean and compare this with similar metrics of precipitation. This
avoids the problem of the sparseness of relevant observations and enables a consistent methodology to be
implemented for the three types of drought considered.

c. Drought metrics
We analyzed precipitation, runoff, and soil moisture
droughts at monthly time scales. We note evapotranspiration is also a key component of the hydrological
cycle but is harder to use to quantify droughts because
low fluxes can reflect limited water, limited energy, or
both (Zhang et al. 2004). We used the methodology
underlying the standardized precipitation index (SPI;
McKee et al. 1993) to identify drought periods. SPI is a
widely used drought metric most commonly employed
for meteorological droughts but represents a generic
method for transforming time series into standardized
anomalies and can be applied to other types of drought
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(McKee et al. 1993; Shukla and Wood 2008). It was
chosen to provide a standardized measure of droughts,
aiding direct comparison between different models and
different variables, and can be calculated at different
time scales ($1 month). We applied an SPI-based approach to precipitation, runoff (total and surface), and
soil moisture time series and refer to this as the standardized drought index (SDI) hereafter.
SPI traditionally uses a gamma distribution to transform
the time series as this fits precipitation data well (McKee
et al. 1993). We tested the suitability of the gamma distribution for the CMIP5 precipitation, runoff, and soil
moisture data using the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test (Fig. S1
in the online supplemental material). We found the distribution to fit precipitation (.95% of grid cells for all
models) and soil moisture (.80% of grid cells for all
models except HadCM3) time series well. The fit was
lower for runoff (.50% of grid cells for all models,
but .80% for 11 models). The fit was generally lower in
drier and colder regions (not shown). Touma et al. (2015)
showed that the runoff fit for 15 CMIP5 models could not
be improved by using two alternative distributions (lognormal and generalized extreme value) compared to the
gamma distribution. As such, we have employed the
gamma distribution to calculate SDI for all three variables,
but discuss the implications for runoff in section 3b(1).
To calculate SDI, a time series was first constructed for
each month by summing the variable over the preceding
n months, where n is the time scale used to calculate SDI.
A two-parameter gamma distribution was then fitted to
the n-monthly sums. The fitted gamma distribution was
subsequently transformed into a standard normal distribution such that the resulting SDI time series (in units of
standard deviations) had a mean of 0 and standard deviation of 1. We used the standardized precipitation evapotranspiration index (SPEI) R package (https://
cran.r-project.org/web/packages/SPEI/SPEI.pdf; VicenteSerrano et al. 2010) to calculate the SDIs. The SDI was
calculated separately for each model, observational product, and grid cell so that each model’s drought metrics are
calculated relative to its own climatology. The SDI was not
determined for grid cells with a high occurrence of zero
values, and grid cells were only analyzed if the SDI or associated drought metrics could be calculated for at least
66% of the models.
We determined drought events based on 3-month SDI
(n 5 3), as this reflects seasonal-scale (or longer)
drought events and incorporates soil moisture ‘‘memory’’
effects (Orth and Seneviratne 2012). This approach
has also commonly been employed in previous studies
(e.g., Nasrollahi et al. 2015; Orlowsky and Seneviratne
2013). This scale may not be ideal in regions with seasonal snow (due to storage effects) or seasonally dry
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climates. As such, we also repeated the analysis using
6-month SPI, but our conclusions were not qualitatively
different from 3-month SPI (not shown). We defined
three drought severities based on the thresholds below
(following McKee et al. 1993; Fig. 1):
moderate: SDI # 21,
severe: SDI # 21:5,

(1)
and

extreme: SDI # 22:

(2)
(3)

Any months with an SDI value below these thresholds
was classified as a drought month. Next, we calculated
the duration and intensity separately for each drought
event and severity class (illustrated in Fig. 1). Duration
D represents the number of consecutive months below
the given severity thresholds. As we use 3-month SDI,
the minimum drought duration is by definition 3 months,
but can be longer when individual drought months
are consecutive (Fig. 1). Intensity is the average
monthly departure from the climatological mean
during the drought event and can be expressed as
absolute Iabs (mm) or relative Irel (%) differences:
Iabs 5
Irel 5

å(xm 2 xm );
D

å(xm 2 xm )
åxm

m 2 [i, j]
3 100;

and

(4)

m 2 [i, j],

(5)

where x is the monthly value, x the corresponding
monthly mean, i is the drought start month, and j the
end month (Fig. 1).
The drought events were subsequently classified
according to their duration as
short term:

3 # D # 4,

medium term:

5 # D # 6,

long term:

7 # D # 8:

(6)
and

FIG. 1. Illustration of the drought metrics using 3-month SPI.
(a) An example monthly SPI time series for precipitation, with the
three drought thresholds applied in this study shown in red.
(b) Using the ‘‘severe’’ (21.5 SPI) threshold as an example, a drought
event spanning March–April is shown, with each month reflecting
3-monthly totals.

RD 5 (xmodel 2 xref )/xref 3 100,

where xmodel is the value for an individual model, and
xref is the mean of observations or models. We define
three levels of agreement based on the RD:

(7)

high:

jRDj , 10%,

(8)

medium:

10%,jRDj , 20%,

low:

jRDj . 20% .

We did not investigate droughts longer than 8 months as
they were not sufficiently common in the CMIP5 models
to provide a robust sample (,50% of grid cells had
droughts with a longer duration across most models and
variables). We then calculated the average duration and
intensity across all drought events, as well as the frequency of short-, medium-, and long-term droughts
(expressed as the average number of events per
10 years). The modeled and observed means were subsequently calculated as the mean of each metric across
the 20 models and two observed products, respectively.
We use the relative difference (RD) to quantify
the level of agreement across models and against
observations:

(9)

(10)
and

(11)
(12)

d. Hierarchical clustering
We used hierarchical clustering to explore the similarity of drought metrics across climate models sharing a
land surface model (LSM) or atmospheric scheme to
better understand sources of model differences. The
clustering was performed based on spatial correlations,
thus measuring similarity in spatial patterns.
All model simulations and observations were first
remapped to a common grid using the coarsest resolution (3.758 3 2.58). Pairwise area-weighted Pearson
correlations r were then calculated for all combinations
of models and observations (where available) using all
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FIG. 2. Globally averaged biases in individual CMIP5 models relative to the observed mean for precipitation drought metrics.
(a) Duration (months) and frequency (number of events) for different drought lengths and (b) intensity (mm). The observed mean
is noted on top of each column. Metrics were averaged across all drought events (denoted mean) and short- (3–4 months), medium(5–6 months), and long-term (7–8 months) droughts. The global average was calculated for land areas between 658N and 658S, excluding
grid cells where no droughts were detected in .33% of the models. The models were arranged by their land surface scheme, with models
with different schemes separated by horizontal lines (see Table 1).

available grid cells. A distance matrix was then computed from the correlations as 1 2 r and used for the
clustering. We used the complete linkage method for
clustering following Gibson et al. (2017). The clustering
is presented as a dendrogram, where the y axis is a
measure of dissimilarity between individual models,
with models located on the same branch sharing similarities in their spatial patterns.

3. Results
a. Evaluation of precipitation droughts against
observations
We first analyzed simulations of precipitation droughts
against the two observational products globally. Figures 2a
and 2b show the agreement in the two observational
products and the individual climate model biases
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relative to the mean of the observations (with the mean
observed values shown above each column). There is
‘‘high’’ agreement (both products within 610% of the
observed mean for all metrics) among the individual
observational products. The models also agreed well
with each other and with the observations for mean
duration and the frequency of long-term (7–8 month)
droughts for the three drought severity classes (Fig. 2a).
Model biases in drought frequency were greater for
shorter droughts such that most models (80%–85%) are
within 610% of the observations for long-term droughts
but decreasing to 55%–70% for medium-term and
35%–70% for short-term droughts. Model biases are
generally greatest for the frequency of extreme shortterm droughts, with BNU-ESM and CESM1(WACCM)
showing the largest overestimation (up to .30%) and
FGOALS-g2, CNRM, and the GISS family of models
the largest underestimation (up to 20%) compared to
the observed mean.
Most models show ‘‘high’’ agreement with observations, or are systematically biased in one direction. The
direction of bias is consistent among models employing
similar LSMs and atmospheric schemes. Models that
share an LSM (Fig. 3a) or an atmospheric scheme
(Fig. S4) also generally cluster together in the dendrogram, indicating similar spatial patterns in drought duration, although the distances are fairly large (.0.4)
across models.
We next address drought intensity (Fig. 2b). Despite
generally agreeing well on drought duration and
frequency, the models systematically underestimate
drought intensity compared to the observations. CESM1
(CAM5), FGOALS-g2, and INM-CM4.0 consistently
underestimate intensity by .10% across all metrics,
whereas the magnitude of bias in other models varies
with the metric but generally shows medium or low
agreement with observations. Overall, the biases are
largest for long-term droughts, with most models underestimating the intensity of long-term droughts
by .20% compared to observations, independent of
drought severity. Model agreement is also lowest for
long-term drought intensity (Fig. 2b). The models cluster strongly based on their LSMs (Fig. 3a) and atmospheric schemes (Fig. S4), with the models using the
same scheme generally having distances , 0.2.
Next, we explored the spatial patterns in precipitation
drought metrics to identify regions with the largest model
discrepancies. Figure 4 shows the interdecile range of
model estimates (i.e., the difference of the 90th and 10th
percentile values of the 20 model estimates) and the relative bias in each grid cell for severe droughts (moderate
and extreme droughts are shown in Figs. S4, S5). The
models agree well on the mean duration of severe
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droughts, varying by ,0.5 months across most regions and
are in ‘‘high’’ agreement with observations in most grid
cells (Fig. 4a). Model differences in absolute intensity are
highest in the low latitudes, and in many of these regions
the models simulate consistently lower intensities than
observed (particularly over the Amazon, Sahel, and India;
Fig. 4b). In the Amazon, the models have a tendency to
underestimate monthly mean rainfall (Fig. S7), explaining
the lower absolute intensities. They also underestimate the
coefficient of variation (CV), indicating smaller variations
than in the observations relative to the mean precipitation
(Fig. S7). Where models overestimate absolute intensity
(dry subtropical regions), they also tend to overestimate
mean monthly rainfall and the CV relative to observations.
Relative intensities also vary the most in the low latitudes and northern subtropics, but are systematically
underestimated by the majority of models across most
regions (Fig. 4c), suggesting smaller relative departures
from the mean state in the models than observations
during drought months. Apart from arid regions, the
models are generally in ‘‘high’’ agreement with observations on the frequency of short-term droughts or do
not exhibit systematic biases (Fig. 4d). These results
are consistent with moderate and extreme droughts
(Figs. S5, S6).

b. Evaluation of runoff and soil moisture drought
agreement against CMIP5 mean
We next explored simulations of runoff and soil
moisture droughts, evaluating model agreement against
the multimodel mean. We did this to quantify the level
of model differences across drought metrics. We also
explored how the differences vary for similar LSMs.
Good model agreement does not imply that the models
are simulating these quantities correctly. However, large
discrepancies across models indicate unrealistic simulations for at least some of the models, even in the absence of observations, and likely a lack of robustness in
future projections of this quantity.

1) RUNOFF
In contrast to precipitation, model agreement in runoff droughts is much lower globally, with the exception
of mean drought duration (Fig. 5a). Model estimates of
drought frequency vary by .30% below and above the
model mean, but not consistently across the metrics for
individual models. For example, the CESM family of
models, BCC_CSM1.1, and FGOALS-g2 tend to simulate more short-term droughts than the model mean but
fewer medium- and long-term droughts, particularly for
extreme drought severity. This suggests that the behavior of individual models relative to the model mean
is highly dependent on the metric analyzed.
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FIG. 3. Dendrograms for (left) mean duration and (right) mean absolute intensity for (a) precipitation, (b) total
runoff, and (c) soil moisture. The models were colored according to their land surface schemes (see legend; Table 1).
The dendrograms were constructed using hierarchical clustering (see section 2d for details). Severe droughts are
shown here, with moderate and extreme droughts shown in Figs. S2 and S3, respectively.

For drought intensity, the range in model estimates is
large across all the metrics, but many models show
consistent behavior relative to the model mean across
the metrics (Fig. 5b). CESM1(CAM5) and the GISS
family of models underestimate intensity by .20%

relative to the mean for most metrics, whereas
BCC_CSM1.1, HadCM3, and MIROC5 overestimate
intensity by .10%. The models cluster closely according to their LSMs, albeit generally more strongly
for intensity than duration (Fig. 3b). Similarly, model
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FIG. 4. (left) The interdecile range and (right) multimodel mean relative bias in model estimates for precipitation
drought metrics averaged across all severe drought events: (a) the average duration for different drought severities,
the average intensity as (b) absolute and (c) relative ranges, and (d) the frequency of short-term droughts. Stippling
for relative bias shows where $66% of models agree with the ensemble mean on the direction of the bias. For
interdecile range, the difference between 10th and 90th percentile estimates across the 20 GCMs is shown for each
grid cell. Grid cells where no droughts were detected in .33% of the models were masked out. Moderate and
extreme droughts are shown in Figs. S5 and S6.

discrepancies are large for surface runoff droughts
and highly consistent across the metrics for individual models and between those sharing an LSM
(Fig. S8).

Overall, the disagreement in runoff drought frequency and intensity is much larger than for precipitation droughts globally. This may partly be due to
the poorer fit of the gamma distribution for runoff
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FIG. 5. As in Fig. 2, but for globally averaged differences in individual CMIP5 models relative to the modeled mean for runoff drought
metrics.

compared to precipitation (Fig. S1), which can bias the
SDI metrics by exaggerating or minimizing drought severity (Stagge et al. 2016). The poorest fit was found for
the GISS family of models (53%–54% of grid cells
passing the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test annually). These
models do indeed generally show more extreme departures from the ensemble mean (Fig. 4). However, models with better fits, including FGOALS-g2
(82%), CESM1(CAM5) (92%), INM-CM4.0 (81%),
and CNRM-CM5.2 (82%), also show low agreement
with the ensemble mean for individual metrics in either
direction. The low level of agreement across the runoff

metrics is thus not merely a result of the models with a
lower SDI fit.
Figure 6 shows the interdecile range across the models
in runoff drought metrics spatially. Model differences
for mean drought duration are higher compared to
precipitation droughts across most regions (Fig. 6a).
Outside the arid regions, the model range is broadly
similar, particularly for moderate and severe droughts,
varying by ;1–2 months across the ensemble with
the exception of western Russia and parts of North
America. Model spread generally decreases for extreme
droughts, apart from the arid regions.
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FIG. 6. The interdecile range in model estimates for runoff drought metrics averaged across all drought events: (a) the average duration
for different drought severities, the average intensity as (b) absolute and (c) relative ranges, and (d) the frequency of short-term droughts.
For each grid cell, the difference between 10th and 90th percentile estimates across the 20 GCMs is shown. Grid cells where no droughts
were detected in .33% of the models were masked out.

For moderate droughts, the frequency of short-term
events varies by .5 events in most arid regions and parts
of Russia and North America, and by .2.5 events
elsewhere (averaged over a 10-yr period; Fig. 6d). Model
discrepancies in surface runoff correspond well to total
runoff but are generally smaller in the Americas
(Fig. S9). The regions with large model discrepancies are
more widespread in moderate and severe drought frequency for both total and surface runoff compared to
precipitation droughts.
For drought intensity, absolute model differences are
largest in the tropics and increase with drought severity
(Fig. 6b), in agreement with precipitation. Relative
model differences are large (.60% points) in many
drier regions, in particular Mexico, Australia, the

Sahara, central Asia, and southern Africa and South
America (Fig. 6c).

2) SOIL MOISTURE
Figure 7 shows the percentage difference of individual
models from the model mean for different soil moisture
drought metrics globally. The models generally agree
well on the mean duration and frequency of soil moisture droughts and are largely in ‘‘high’’ agreement with
the model mean (Fig. 7a). Where models disagree more
strongly (e.g., BCC_CSM1.1 and FGOALS-g2),
the over- and underestimations relative to the mean
are generally inconsistent across models and metrics. Overall, the level of model agreement for soil
moisture drought duration and frequency is similar to
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FIG. 7. As in Fig. 2, but for globally averaged differences in individual CMIP5 models relative to the modeled mean for soil moisture
drought metrics.

precipitation and better than for runoff. The simulated
soil moisture droughts are ;2 times longer in duration
than precipitation or runoff droughts on average.
The models, however, disagree more strongly on the
intensity of soil moisture droughts, with model estimates varying from underestimations of .30% for
BCC_CSM1.1 and FGOALS-g2 to overestimations
of .30% for MIROC5 relative to the model mean
(Fig. 7b). Model discrepancies for soil moisture drought
intensity are comparable to runoff droughts for individual models and smaller than for precipitation
droughts. However, the behavior of individual models is

highly consistent across the different metrics relative to
the model mean and agrees strongly across models with
the same LSM, both globally averaged (Fig. 7) and
spatially (Fig. 3c). The models that tend to be lower than
the ensemble mean (BCC_CSM1.1, FGOALS-g1, and
CNRM models) have soil depths varying between 3.4
and 8 m. The models that are generally higher than
the ensemble mean (NorESM1 and CESM1 models,
CCSM4, MIROC5, HadGEM2-ES, and HadCM3) have
soil depths between 3 and 14 m. As such, the differences
are not explained merely by different soil column depths
that could in principle lead to systematically different
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FIG. 8. As in Fig. 6, but for the interdecile range in model estimates for soil moisture drought metrics averaged across all drought events.

drought behavior in shallow versus deep soils [as also
illustrated in Koster et al. (2009) for soil moisture time
series across LSMs].
Figure 8 shows the interdecile range in soil moisture
drought metrics spatially. Model discrepancies in moderate and severe mean drought duration are largest
across the Sahara and Middle East, as well as parts of
Russia (Fig. 8a), varying by .7 months. Elsewhere, the
model range is broadly similar and generally varies between 2 and 5 months. Unlike for precipitation and
runoff, model discrepancies do not vary consistently
with drought severity. Model discrepancies in the frequency of short-term droughts are highest in the tropics,
with model estimates generally varying by .2 events
for moderate severity (Fig. 8d). Model agreement increases with drought severity, with the model range
generally ,6 events for extreme drought frequency due

to the smaller overall occurrence of these events. In
agreement with precipitation and runoff droughts, absolute differences in soil moisture drought intensity are
large in the tropics (Fig. 8b). However, the range in
model estimates is also large in much of the Southern
Hemisphere as well many northern midlatitude regions,
such as central North America and parts of Russia.
Conversely, relative model differences are largest in the
dry regions, such as Australia, southern Africa, and
South America, but also across much of Russia, with
model discrepancies increasing with drought severity
(Fig. 8c).

c. Interaction between precipitation, runoff, and soil
moisture droughts
Finally, we analyzed the relationship between precipitation, runoff, and soil moisture droughts. While
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runoff and soil moisture droughts result from interactions between atmospheric and land surface processes, they are driven at least in part by precipitation
deficits (Dai 2011). We have identified large discrepancies in simulated runoff and soil moisture droughts
relative to the model mean. It is thus helpful to quantify the contribution of intermodel differences in precipitation droughts to intermodel differences in runoff
and soil moisture droughts to better understand the
sources of uncertainty in GCM-simulated runoff and soil
moisture droughts. We therefore investigated whether
models with longer (or more intense) precipitation
droughts also simulated longer (more intense) runoff
and soil moisture droughts (and vice versa), by correlating estimates from the 20 models for each runoff and
soil moisture drought metric with the corresponding
precipitation drought metric. We calculated correlations
for each grid cell separately to explore the spatial pattern in the correlations. Figure 9 shows the runoff–
precipitation correlation, and Fig. 10 shows the soil
moisture–precipitation correlation for average drought
duration and intensity and the frequency of short-term
droughts.
Runoff and precipitation drought duration correlated
weakly across most regions, with the exception of parts
of the tropics for moderate droughts (Fig. 9a). This implies that models with longer precipitation droughts do
not generally have a tendency to simulate longer runoff
droughts. This will result partly from strong model
agreement for mean duration of precipitation droughts,
with only small variations among the models in most
regions (Fig. 4a), and points to an important control of
the duration by other factors that affect runoff (e.g.,
precipitation intensity, vegetation use of water, drainage, soil types, and soil moisture stores replenishing
subsurface runoff).
Similarly, correlations are weak for moderate shortterm drought frequency, but become more evident with
increasing drought severity (Fig. 9c) and show strongest
spatial coherence over the Sahara, Middle East, India,
and parts of Australia and South America. Conversely,
runoff and precipitation droughts are significantly correlated across many regions for mean drought intensity,
such that models with more intense precipitation
droughts also have a tendency to produce more intense
runoff droughts. Regions with statistically significant
correlations include parts of the northern high to midlatitudes, South America, sub-Saharan Africa, and
Australia, but the spatial coherence overall decreases
with increasing drought severity. Regions with low correlations (western Russia, Canada) tend to correspond
to regions where biases in precipitation drought intensity are inconsistent across models (Fig. 4b). These
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findings are broadly consistent with van Huijgevoort
et al. (2013), who showed high correlations between
runoff and precipitation droughts in high-runoff regions and low correlations in colder and drier regions
in global offline hydrological models (although a different drought definition was used in their study).
Similarly, soil moisture and precipitation droughts
correlate weakly for mean drought duration as well as
short-term drought frequency across most regions for all
drought severities (Figs. 10a,c). Conversely, significant
positive correlations between soil moisture and precipitation drought intensity are evident in many parts of
the world, but the spatial pattern is less coherent compared to runoff (Fig. 10b). In particular, the correlations
are weaker in the tropics and over Europe but stronger
over Australia compared to runoff. The correlations for
drought intensity become somewhat weaker with increasing drought severity.

4. Discussion
a. Differences across precipitation, runoff, and soil
moisture droughts
Our results show that CMIP5 models have large discrepancies in common drought metrics during the period
1950–2004, particularly at the regional scale. Importantly,
the level of agreement varies strongly with the type of
drought analyzed. The absolute model differences are
lower for precipitation droughts compared to runoff and
soil moisture droughts, particularly for average drought
duration and intensity. This is likely in part due to the
generally shorter duration of precipitation droughts
across all models. Despite ‘‘high’’ agreement, the models
systematically underestimate precipitation drought intensity compared to observations (Fig. 2b). This points to
lower absolute variability in modeled precipitation, particularly in wet regions (Fig. S7), and may lead to an
underestimation of drought impacts in studies analyzing
precipitation droughts in wet regions in climate models.
Absolute model discrepancies in drought intensity were
highest in the tropics in both precipitation and runoff
(Figs. 4b, 6b). Future droughts in the tropics have
received a lot of attention due to their potential implications for the carbon cycle (Lewis et al. 2011; Malhi et al.
2008). Our analysis indicates a need to consider multiple
models in studies analyzing drought impacts in the tropics
due to a large range of model responses. For soil moisture, large absolute model differences are evident across
much of the Southern Hemisphere and parts of North
America and Eurasia (Fig. 8b).
While models were shown to agree well on precipitation droughts, runoff and soil moisture are
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FIG. 9. Correlation between runoff and precipitation drought metrics for (a) mean duration, (b) mean absolute intensity, and
(c) frequency of short droughts. The maps show Pearson correlation coefficients for each grid cell with nonsignificant (p . 0.1) correlations
shown in gray. Grid cells where no droughts were detected in .33% of the models were masked out.

arguably more meaningful indicators of drought impacts
than precipitation. Our results show that the models
disagree on these metrics more strongly than precipitation droughts. Some studies have shown robust
changes in climate model projections of runoff and soil
moisture droughts (Koirala et al. 2014; Cook et al. 2015),
but others have shown highly divergent projections

and historical simulations regionally (Orlowsky and
Seneviratne 2013; Burke and Brown 2008; Sheffield and
Wood 2008). Even if the models agree on changes in
drought, our findings show that they predict vastly different drought lengths and intensities for soil moisture
and runoff droughts in some regions (Figs. 6, 8). While
we do not compare these quantities to observations and

FIG. 10. As in Fig. 9, but for correlation between soil moisture and precipitation drought metrics.
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thus do not establish the best performing models, we
show that individual models commonly vary .30% in
either direction from the ensemble mean globally
(Figs. 5, 7). This means a spread of .60% points between the models at either extreme, pointing to significant challenges in reliably applying these models for
assessing drought impacts under future climate.

b. Role of internal variability
We note that our results do not necessarily reflect the
full uncertainty in the CMIP5 archive due to not all
models reporting the required data. Our study includes
approximately half of all the available CMIP5 models
and only one ensemble member per model and thus may
not fully represent variation among models or the effects
of internal variability within model ensembles. We have
further quantified the latter to explore the robustness of
the model differences to internal variability. In the historical simulations analyzed here, sea surface temperatures (SSTs) are freely evolving and may not reflect the
same decadal variability in the 55-yr period analyzed
here. We therefore also analyzed the Atmospheric
Model Intercomparison Project (AMIP) simulations for
precipitation for 12 models where SSTs were prescribed
during the available period 1979–2004 (Fig. S10, with
historical simulations for the same time period shown in
Fig. S11). The model biases are lower in the AMIP runs
for drought intensity compared to the historical runs,
but overall the two sets of simulations are highly similar,
with precipitation drought intensity generally underestimated compared to observations. This points to
SST differences as one source of model discrepancies
but only partly explains the biases and intermodel
differences.
We also analyzed additional ensemble members for
those models with at least three ensemble members with
different initial conditions. The way models are initialized could also lead to differences in internal variability,
thus affecting the drought metrics calculated here. A
comparison of drought metrics for the first ensemble
member (r1i1p1) used here and other available initial
condition ensemble members is shown in Fig. S12 for
precipitation and Fig. S13 for runoff. The globally averaged drought metrics are generally highly consistent
among different ensemble members from the same
model for both runoff and precipitation. This implies
that the discrepancies identified across different models
are not merely an artifact of our sampling or driven by
out-of-sync internal variability during the 55-yr period.
This is likely due to the fairly short droughts analyzed
here (using 3-month SDI), whereas longer (and rarer)
droughts would likely be more strongly affected by
mismatches in decadal variability (Ault et al. 2012).
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Overall, we show considerable differences among this
subset of models that do not arise from internal variability alone, with implications for robustness of future
drought projections. Future changes in drought are
commonly investigated using an ensemble average and
estimating the agreement around it (Collins et al. 2013;
Sheffield and Wood 2008; Prudhomme et al. 2014). The
choice of models and ensemble members is often subjective and based on the available outputs, with studies
considering a vastly different number of models [e.g., 25
used by Berg et al. (2017) and 41 by Nasrollahi et al.
(2015)]. Our results imply that the ensemble average
and its robustness would be highly dependent on the
choice of models, particularly for metrics with large
systematic individual model differences (e.g., soil
moisture and surface runoff drought intensity; Figs. 7b,
S7b), and in regions with large absolute model differences (e.g., drought intensity; Figs. 4b, 6b, 8b). This
should be an important consideration, particularly when
making policy-relevant statements on future projections
based on a small subset of models in order to provide
reliable, unbiased estimates of future droughts. Similarly, the level of agreement and magnitude of model
spread depended on the metrics and drought severity.
This points to a need to consider multiple drought
metrics and thresholds in the absence of any standardized drought definition.

c. Directions for future evaluation of climate models
for drought
We have analyzed CMIP5 model agreement against
the CMIP5 mean (where observations are not available)
to ensure a common methodology for each of the types of
drought assessed. Clearly, future work should evaluate
these models more thoroughly against observations as
they become available. This and previous studies have
compared CMIP5 simulations of precipitation droughts
against global observations (Orlowsky and Seneviratne
2013; Nasrollahi et al. 2015), although previous work
has mainly concentrated on drought trends. Fewer studies have attempted to evaluate CMIP5 runoff or soil
moisture droughts. Our results indicate that evaluating
models for precipitation droughts is insufficient for understanding the performance of climate models for simulating the types of droughts that have the most impact on
societies and ecosystems. It is thus critical to evaluate
models for the variable of interest directly. Past studies
have evaluated climate models for soil moisture from the
top few layers (,10 cm; Huang et al. 2016) for which
remote sensing observations are available, or against
offline models (Sheffield and Wood 2008; Wuebbles et al.
2014). However, moisture from the top few layers offers
limited information on soil moisture stress as experienced
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by vegetation that have access to deeper water content
(Koster et al. 2009). Indeed, Berg et al. (2017) recently
showed differing future projections for surface and total
soil moisture in CMIP5 models, with changes in opposite
directions in some regions (although regional studies
have indicated both discrepancies and agreement in top
and deep soil moisture; Cheng et al. 2016; Cook et al.
2015). Datasets such as GRACE may provide future
opportunities for evaluating simulations of soil moisture
droughts as longer data records are gathered. However,
without thorough evaluation, only limited confidence can
be placed upon future projections of these types of
droughts, even where model agreement is high.
We note that the soil moisture outputs used in this
study were integrated over the top 3 m, a depth that does
not necessarily correspond to vegetation root profile
assumed in models. There is no easy solution to this issue
when interpreting CMIP5 outputs, and this assumption
is commonly used in other studies (Swann et al. 2016;
Berg et al. 2017). Setting the depth to the maximum
rooting depth would not necessarily have captured more
accurate soil moisture dynamics, as different models
access water from the root-zone differently based on
rooting depth (De Kauwe et al. 2015). Our assumption
likely dampens the intensity and frequency of soil
moisture droughts compared to a shallower soil depth
(Cheng et al. 2016), and it would thus be worthwhile to
explore alternative methods and the implications of this
on quantifying vegetation water stress in future work.
However, we also showed that the model differences in
soil moisture drought intensity relative to the ensemble
mean could not be merely explained by different soil
depths in the underlying LSMs.
We have not explicitly evaluated evapotranspiration
(ET), which is also a large component of the hydrological cycle and important in determining water availability on land (Hobbins et al. 2016), because ET
droughts cannot be directly quantified using metrics
such as SPI due to the dependency of ET on both water
and energy availability (see section 2c). Evaluation of
offline LSMs has shown large and systematic biases in
ET during water-stressed periods, with ET being
strongly underestimated across many biomes (grasslands, savannas, and forests) and climate regimes
(ranging from arid to humid) compared to observations
(Powell et al. 2013; Haverd et al. 2016; Ukkola et al.
2016; De Kauwe et al. 2015; Li et al. 2012; Whitley et al.
2016; Keenan et al. 2009). Mueller and Seneviratne
(2014) indicated similar biases in CMIP5 models, although they did not specifically evaluate the models
during drought periods. Improving ET biases is likely to
be an important step for improving simulations of
drought.
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Overall, our results showed that the model biases, and
agreement with the ensemble mean, were consistent
across climate models sharing an LSM or an atmospheric
scheme. This result was consistent across global means
(Figs. 2, 5, 7) as well as spatial correlations using hierarchical clustering (Figs. 3, S4). Models clustered strongly by
their component models for both intensity and duration,
but the distances were generally lower for intensity, indicating higher spatial similarity for intensity for a given
LSM or atmospheric scheme. This comparison is somewhat superficial due to the lack of detail available on the
specific schemes used in each model (e.g., model version
or parameters), and we acknowledge that the same
schemes may have been run using different settings (e.g.,
NorESM1-ME simulates the land carbon cycle, whereas
NorESM1-M does not; Flato et al. 2013, their Table 9.1). It
is also not possible to separate the contributions from the
LSMs and atmospheric schemes in the CMIP5 archive,
although it is reasonable to assume the LSM has a dominant effect on runoff and soil moisture processes. As such,
our results suggest that the LSMs are a significant source of
discrepancies in runoff and soil moisture drought simulations despite these limitations. Past offline studies have
identified a number of factors driving model differences, including the representation of water stress on
evapotranspiration, the treatment of soil hydrology and
hydraulics (including groundwater dynamics), root dynamics, and lack of ‘‘persistence’’ (Haverd et al. 2016;
Whitley et al. 2016, 2017; Li et al. 2012; Ukkola et al. 2016;
De Kauwe et al. 2015; Tallaksen and Stahl 2014; Powell
et al. 2013). Clearly, further work is required to better
understand the key processes governing runoff and soil
moisture droughts in LSMs. However, while the CMIP5
archive is crucial for quantifying future changes in
droughts, it offers limited opportunity for understanding
such sources of model differences because of the difficulty
of disentangling relevant processes in these simulations
and a lack of relevant land outputs and parameter fields
(e.g., soil texture). Similarly, simulations using offline
models are alone likely insufficient for evaluating model
behavior due to the lack of important feedbacks with the
atmosphere. As such, there is a need for a targeted model
intercomparison project (MIP) that allows the separation
of land and atmospheric processes and their feedbacks to
complement existing online and offline MIPs (e.g., Global
Soil Wetness Project Phase 3; http://hydro.iis.u-tokyo.ac.
jp/GSWP3/). The Land Surface, Snow and Soil Moisture
Model Intercomparison Project (LS3MIP; van den Hurk
et al. 2016) is likely to provide such a platform for both
improving the representation of key processes in the
models and better understanding the sources of model
differences. The incorporation of climate model simulations in LS3MIP may help better evaluate these models in
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terms of their capability to simulate different types of
droughts, which would be a crucial step in increasing
confidence in future simulations of drought.

5. Conclusions
We conclude that CMIP5 models show large, metricdependent discrepancies in precipitation, runoff, and
soil moisture droughts during the historical period
(1950–2004). Studies examining only one of precipitation, runoff, or soil moisture drought will likely
lead to very different conclusions and levels of confidence (in terms of model agreement) over those that
analyze all three simultaneously. We also note that the
relationship between these three types of drought, and
indeed the duration, frequency, and intensity of each of
them, varies depending on which CMIP5 models are
examined. This suggests the need to consider multiple
models in drought impact studies to account for large
model discrepancies.
By analyzing different components of the hydrological cycle together, we showed that the differences in
simulated runoff and soil moisture droughts are not
driven merely by differences in precipitation. Behavior
did in many instances correlate with component models
used within the coupled modeling system. Yet, more
effort is clearly required to systematically evaluate
models for drought to identify the sources of uncertainty
in drought-related processes. We suggest this is essential
for guiding future model development and reducing
uncertainties in future projections of drought.
We note, in the context of future CMIP initiatives, the
need for clarity on the LSMs used, the version, and
ideally a pointer to a code repository that enables subsequent process-level analysis. We also note the need for
detailed metadata to be available with the model simulations (e.g., settings and parameters used). Without this,
analyses of the kind we present here are inevitably limited.
Given the significance of the question of how drought will
change in the future, the benefits of modeling groups
clearly identifying the LSMs used, the version, and the
associated metadata seem to strongly outweigh any costs.
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